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"College Graduates Can Make A Million
Dollars More In Their Lifetimes Than People
Who Do Not Go To College!"
That's the refrain we hear in public service announcements aired on
prime time television.
sion. Is it true? Will you really earn more if you stay
in school and learn more? Let's have a look at some facts. ...

(1) 80% Unemployment Rate 2010 College Grads!
White Civil Rights http://www.whitecivilrights.com
ttp://www.whitecivilrights.com
Few Jobs for College Graduates; 80 Percent
Move Back Home
Posted By deduke On 28th June 2010 @ 06:46
In Civil Rights | 1 Comment
by Jeff Davis
Most young Whites in college are hoping to
graduate, find a job, earn a good salary and get
on with their lives. Well, most will graduate,
gra
but the part about getting a job is where most
will run into a brick wall.
http://www.openclipart.org

The [1] Baltimore Sun reports: “A survey of last year’s college graduation class showed that
80 percent moved back home after getting their diplomas, up significantly from the 63
percent in 2006. The CollegeGrad.com survey of 2,000 young people showed that seven in
10 said they would live at home until they found a job. Now, as another class of graduates
— the 2010s — move into the job market, the economy is still rough
rough.. A good number are
still searching from the class of 2009, said Guy Davis, director of the career center at
Towson University. He said only about 20 percent had jobs lined up at graduation, with a
fair number looking at graduate school. The 14.7 percent [[official,
official, cooked figure]
unemployment rate for those ages 20 to 24 remains double what it was in 2007, recent
Bureau of Labor Statistics figures show, and is 50 percent higher than that of the overall
population.”
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California and Florida recently reported record high official unemployment at almost 13
percent each. We all know this number only counts people who are applying for
unemployment, and not the people who have used up their unemployment paychecks, many
of whom have also lost their homes by now. The real unemployment is most likely around
20 percent if not higher. The percentage of unemployed college graduates is not 14.7
percent. That’s the percentage of people in that age group who qualify for unemployment
benefits. Students who go straight from high school to college are completely off the official
unemployment radar. If you want to base unemployment for college graduates on whether
or not these people are getting jobs in their field of study, the unemployment would be 80
percent.
About 10 percent of students have jobs that they’re using to pay their way through
college, and these students with jobs as waiters or the sales guy at Best Buy are probably
considered “lucky” compared to their classmates. At least they don’t have to suffer a
prolonged stay back home, often with step-parents and half-siblings. Businesses simply do
not hire new people when the economy is hopelessly stagnant.
Thanks to competition from millions of illegal aliens, these college graduates have little
chance of even getting the traditional fast food jobs. If they live in Los Angeles, they can
forget about getting a McJob. The illegal aliens will be firmly squatting on those.
The [2] Sun article continues “During recessions, there is a less likelihood of household
formation, said Gary Dean Painter, a professor of real estate economics and planning at the
University of Southern California. Research shows many people chose to stay at home or
double-up with roommates, he said.”
Millions of people have their lives literally on hold for months if not years as Obama bungles
the economy. Many college graduates have a $100k in student loans hanging over their
heads. If some jobs do finally start materializing for college grads, remember that White
people will have to wait for the Latino and Black quota-hires to get the first choice of jobs,
and then several years of graduating classes will be competing against each other for
whatever few jobs may turn up.
The damage which has been done to the entire American way of life by Barack Obama and
the Democrats is immeasurable. From the apparently endless racial quota and Affirmative
Action programs (which do nothing less than discriminate against us Whites based on our
race) to the cancellation of the manned space program, which ends the dreams of many
Whites that they might work on the first manned mission to mars or even to be the first
astronaut to go to mars. Those days are gone. We are entering a period in which
widespread poverty will be the norm. Going to college will seem increasingly pointless. Tent
cities and shantytowns will increasingly surround the big cities of America, much like South
Africa or Kenya. Perhaps it’s appropriate that we have a Kenyan president since we’re
rapidly acquiring a Kenyan economy.
Article printed from White Civil Rights: http://www.whitecivilrights.com
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(2) 17 Million Underemployed College Grads!
Hannah Kim, Cited at Republic Broadcasting on 2 November 2010
Business Insider
"There’s a good chance that the server pouring your coffee and the parking attendant valeting
your car has a bachelor’s degree, or even a doctoral degree. Richard Vedder at The Chronicle of
Higher Education found some frightening statistics on the menial jobs college graduates are
taking: "17,000,000 college educated Americans have jobs that they are overqualified for,
according to the BLS. Over 482,000 college-educated Americans are customer service
representatives and over 100,000 are maids and janitors; 5,057 of whom have a Ph.D."

College Graduate Underemployment

http://chronicle.com/blogs/innovations/
Hannah Kim, a Chinese female reporter ends her bulletin with the remark: "So are any colleges
worth the money?" Wouldn't it be more appropriate for her to opine that the time has come to
bring an end to the H 1 B Visa?
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(3) $ 830 Billion Student Loan Debt Bubble!
by Alan Nasser 11 January 2011 http://www.lewrockwell.com
"It was announced last summer that total student loan debt, at 830 billion, now it exceeds total
United States credit card debt, itself bloated to the bubble level of 827 billion. And student loan
debt is growing at the rate of 90 billion a year. There are far fewer students than there are credit
card holders. Could there be a student debt bubble at a time when college graduates jobs and
earnings prospects are as gloomy as they have been at any time since the Great Depression?"
Is Bernie Madoff Behind All Of This?
How healthy are student loans?
The extraordinary growth of student debt parallels the bubble
years, from the beginnings of the dot.com bubble in the mid1990s to the bursting of the housing bubble. From 1994 to 2008,
average debt levels for graduating seniors more than doubled to
$23,200 according to The Student Loan Project, a nonprofit
research and policy organization. More than 10% of those
completing their bachelor's degrees are now saddled with over
$40,000 in debt." ...
"There is about 830 billion in total outstanding federal and private student loan debt. Only 40%
of that debt is actively being repaid. The rest is in default, or in deferment." ... Interest on
government loans is suspended during deferment, but continues to accrue on private loans." ...
Two out of every five students enrolled at proprietary schools are in default on their education
loans 15 years after the loans were issued." ...
Jobs For Educated Americans
"By far the fastest-growing category is biomedical engineers, projected to grow 72.02%, from
16,000 in 2008 two 27,600 in 2018. That's 11,600 new jobs. Is that a lot? Well, compared to
what? The percentage figure, 72.02, is high, but what about the number of new jobs? Let's
compare that Fastest Growing occupation with retail sales persons, the fifth occupation on the
Largest Growth list. Retail sales workers will grow by a mere 8.35%.
But that amounts to almost 375,000 new jobs, an increase from 4,489,000 jobs in 2008 to
4,863,000 jobs in 2018. Compare that to the 11,600 new jobs at the top of the Fastest Growing
list. Just do the simple math on all the categories on both lists: the great majority of new jobs will
be low-paying."
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80% Unemployment Rate For 2010 College Grads
+
17 Million Underemployed College Grads
+
$ 830 Billion Student Loan Debt Bubble
=
THE EVILS OF THE H 1 B VISA

http://www.boston.com

As the bar graph on the left (above) makes perfectly clear. The H 1 B visa means nothing less
than genocide for the American people. Certain death from a plague infecting the top of
America's I.Q, Bell curve and proceeding on downward.
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'Diversity' In The American Medical Association

The New England Journal Of Medicine, December 2010 (Masthead Photo)

The sad fact is that there never was a shortage of qualified Americans willing and able to fill our
need for doctors and nurses. But just now, there are so many foreign people on board, thanks to
the H 1 B Visa, ... left wing journalists have no reason to conceal the truth.

Off With Their Heads! America Has No Need For American
Scientists!
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School teachers and college history professors would have
us believe the murderous excesses of the French
Revolution are a thing of the past.
But the fact is that the H 1 B Visa is a much more effective
killing machine than- 'Madame Guillotine'.
Massacre Of The Innocents (circa 1400)
by: Meister Bertram von Minden
The only viable
solution is to expell
foreign workers on a
one for one basis.
Each time a born and
raised and educated
American qualifies
for a high paying job.
He or she gets the
job and a foreigner
returns to his or her
country.
Our goal has to be a
zero unemployment
rate for college and
professionally
educated Americans.

We need another Charles Lindberg, an 'America Firster' at
the head of our school system, not another Isidore
Robespierre. ...
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